
THAMES VALLEY CAMBAC Ltd. 
Pig Marketing Summary W/c 03/04/22 

 This week Change on 

week 

Two weeks 

ago 

Last Year 

GB SPP 146.99 + 5.28 141.71 141.74 

GB APP   146.57 145.62 

Tribune Spot Bacon  167.90 + 8.75 159.15 141.88 

GB SPP weight 93.75 - 0.42 94.17 88.28 

GB SPP probe 11.8 + 0.2 11.6 11.2 

Euro / £ (p) 84.14 - 0.54 83.38 85.19 

£ / Euro (p) 118.85 + 0.77 119.93 117.38 

 

Spot Prices (p/kg. dwt) This week Movement on last week 

Pork (45-55 kg.) 154 – 165           + 5p 

Light Cutter (55.5-60 kg.) 154 – 160 + 5p 

Cutters (60.5-70 kg.) 153 – 160 + 6p 

Heavy Cutters (65-95 kg.) 154 – 162 + 7p 

Cull Sows                   59 - 74 n/c 

 

Spot Weaner Prices (£/pig 

ex. farm) 

w/c 27/03/22 Previous week 

30 kg. Weaner £28.00 - £37.00 £28.00 - £37.00 

 

European Prices (p/kg.dwt) w/c 03/04/22 Movement on last week 

European Av. 148.68 + 6.68 

Belgium 147.51 + 1.34 

Denmark 118.81 + 6.75 

France 168.04 + 5.45 

Germany 164.08 + 3.99 

Ireland 136.31 + 17.91 

Holland 145.23 + 2.98 

Spain 160.63 + 7.96 

Slaughter Pig Marketing Summary      (Ref Weekly Tribune) 

This week  
Price progression continues as the SPP lifts another 5.28p to 146.99p/kg, such a weekly jump has not 

been seen since 2014 this continuation is much needed currently as until COP is surpassed farmers need 

sooner rather than later, a message most buyers are now very aware of. This week’s pricing showed a 

mixed picture of price inputs, although buyers are accepting pressure is increasing across all areas of 

the supply chain. Some small businesses dealing with the food service sector, including butchers’ shops, 

are finding the demand has slowed a little, let’s hope Easter gives this a boost! Additionally, of course 

less availability of imported alternatives fast approaching could help ease the pressures. The sow 

market generically stood on, seeming to do so as the German market rises slowed, only lifting 3-

eurocents. However, the European Market, generally with Ireland, leading for the week rising by 

17.91p/kg. 

Weaner Marketing Summary 

w/c 03/04/22  
Weaner and Store markets continue with the majority being moved by the ongoing regular agreements, 

again concerns over commodity rises keep spot or new buyers cautious to commit for now. AHDB again 

have insufficient data to formulate any prices. 

 


